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Chapter 361

In the hospital ward, Bryan was wrapped in gauze on his head. He changed into a
hospital gown despite Lin Shui’s obstruction, and he felt a numb pain coming from all
parts of his body after only two steps.

“President Shao, Mrs. has already arranged a lawyer and Yan Ke is also there. You
can’t help much in the past.”

Lin Shui’s body stubbornly blocked the door, and his eyes filled with forbearance, “The
doctor said that your concussion can be big or small, and you can’t leave the hospital
without permission.”

Bryan’s face sank to the extreme, “Lin Shui, you have more and more ideas of your
own.”

His voice was so cold that he pushed the person away with one hand, but Lin Shui didn’t
seem to give up. His body was still guarding, showing a somewhat determined
expression.

Bryan constricted his eyes. The current state of his body did not allow him to contend
with the man in front of him physically, so he slowly said, “Now that you have got your
salary from finance, you can go to find another job.”

These words seemed a bit cold, but it was quite effective to subdue Lin Shui. He saw his
expression stiff, and finally let go of his body.

As soon as the footsteps moved away, the door handle turned, and then the door was
opened from the outside.

As the door slowly opened, a woman with an elegant face appeared in front of her eyes.
She was wearing a white chiffon shirt and a gray plaid casual suit. She still had the
same dressing taste as before, still as cold and arrogant as before. .

“Rania.” Bryan looked down and slowly said the name of the person.

With a slight smile at the corner of Rania’s eyes, he nodded slightly, “It’s been a long
time, Mr. Shao.”

She took a step forward, stepped on the floor with her high heels and made a “boom”,
stood at a place not too far away from Bryan, and then stared at him.

His eyes were intertwined, like a silent contest. After a while, Rania deepened the smile
in his eyes, “I’m here to talk to Mr. Shao for a negotiation.”



Bryan was obviously not interested at this moment. He moved his eyes away from the
woman and adjusted the sleeves of the shirt.”Sorry Miss Song, I am not interested in
negotiations now.”

After Rania took two steps out of the man’s footsteps, he stopped in a deep voice, “What
if it has something to do with Miriam?”

Hearing the man’s footsteps as expected, Rania slowly turned his head, and met the
man again, “Find a place to talk.”

Not long after, the two settled down in a teahouse. The tea scent wafted from the teapot
in front of him. Rania held the wall of the cup with his slender fingers and pecked, “There
is a fragrance of tea in the empty space.”

Bryan lost a bit of calmness in the past, and eliminated all the preludes to sell off one by
one, and asked straightforwardly: “Miss Song came here on purpose. What do you want
to talk about?”

Seeing what Bryan looked like, apart from a bit of inexplicable melancholy in his heart,
Song Yue had hidden all the other emotions well by her, and slowly put down the cup to
find the focus of the topic.

“Withdraw your complaint against Mu Ming, I can assure you that your wife is safe and
sound.”

The atmosphere became quieter.

One sentence easily explained all the intentions, Bryan fixed his eyes on the jasmine
petals floating in the teacup in front of him, and his thoughts changed, and he suddenly
understood something.

During his silence, Rania unexpectedly increased the atmosphere of the topic, “Mu Ming
is now in the intensive care unit. If he dies, Miriam will be charged with deliberate murder.
There was a mass media presence at the time. Even if Mr. Shao has the ability to reach
the sky, he can’t protect her from leaving.”

Bryan curled his lips, gave a thin smile, and heard Rania’s adding, “I can also ask the
doctor to announce his death directly, and then arrange for him to live abroad with a new
identity. Then you will sue What’s the point for a dead person? Even I can’t bear to
watch Miriam go to jail. Don’t you have to bear with Mr. Shao?”

“You want to keep the pastoral name by your side, don’t you?” He revealed it
mercilessly, and the cold atmosphere in his eyes gradually spread.

Being poked in his mind, Rania wasn’t surprised at all, and didn’t mean to argue for
himself. He sneered: “Even if it is, does this deal always agree or not?”



Without hesitation, Bryan got up and adjusted his clothes, “Promise, when will Miriam go
home and when will I withdraw the lawsuit.”

After saying that he didn’t mean to stay anymore, he lifted his feet and left, leaving the
last sentence before leaving: “Thank you to convey this for me. If you dare to touch
Miriam and the child again, I promise that he will sit in prison.”

On the third morning, Miriam came out of the police station. The media did not mention
the incident. The hospital issued a report proving that Mu Ming suffered only minor
injuries. He personally gave up the accountability of Miriam. Right, everything was
concealed without a trace.

Miriam went home, took off all her clothes after entering the bedroom, and then slept in
the hot bath in the bathtub. When she woke up, she opened her eyes and suddenly felt
a daze. After a while, she closed her eyes. His eyes fell on Bryan in front of him.

The man closed his eyes and looked at her calmly and tenderly. Miriam could see
through all the pain and self-blame buried in his eyes. She suddenly turned red when
she looked at it, and leaned forward and k!ssed it.

A lingering and hot k!ss swept through the long-held hot emotions in the hearts of the
two of them. Miriam closed her eyes and fumbled for the man’s shirt.

After seeing the wound on the man’s body, the desire that was overflowing in her heart
was completely annihilated. She suddenly stopped the movement in her hand, and by
the way, even the k!ss stopped.

The delicate fingertips slowly pointed to the traces of the two stitches on the chest, and
the voice trembled: “Does it hurt?”

Bryan held his breath, suppressing the restlessness, and faintly dropped a k!ss on her
forehead, “It doesn’t hurt.”

Miriam’s eyes were completely red, and even the bottom of her eyes were covered with
red blood. She suddenly buried her head under her body and began to cry.

He cried for a while and looked up again. At this time, he was much calmer, and he met
the man’s eyes and uttered a few words indifferently and firmly: “Bryan, let’s forget it.”

A few simple words brought an explosive shock to Bryan’s heart. The first time he saw
such a decisive expression in Miriam’s eyes, he panicked uncontrollably at that moment,
as if he suddenly recognized it. Certain reality.

He was silent for a long time, and then he spoke with a little grievance, “Miriam, I’m sorry,
but I don’t want to…”

Miriam raised her head to prevent the tears from falling, and then picked up the topic.
She was afraid that if he said more, she would feel relieved again.



“Bryan, there are too many obstacles between us. If this goes on, the two people will
never get peace. I am not afraid of anything, but I can’t let my parents and two children
suffer any more danger. So at this time, separation is the best choice.”

Her analysis this time is calm and sensible, and it does not contain doubts about the two
people’s feelings, but a compromise with reality.

Without waiting for Bryan to speak again, she has already taken off the ring on her ring
finger and slowly placed it on his palm, “Bryan, this is my answer.”

The man’s eyes were slightly red, and a decisive emotion suddenly rose from the bottom
of his heart. He put the ring back in her palm, “I will return to Jincheng for a period of
time. During this time, I will take care of everything and make sure that we have nothing
before. After any obstacles, I will propose to you again.”

She was stunned for a second, and then she felt the man put a light k!ss on her
forehead again, and then she got up and opened the door and went out.

Chapter 362

One year later.

In the office building of Yingxin Technology, Miriam stood in front of the floor-to-ceiling
windows of the office, with a deep gaze, quietly staring at the Longteng Building across
the street.

Unknowingly falling into certain emotions, the corners of his lips rose slightly. Looking
over from here more than a year ago, I can often see a figure of a man standing in front
of the French window on the opposite side. His body is straight and his eyes are always
shining like nothing.

Later, she understood the meaning of the ray of light, but she had not seen him for more
than a year.

“Deputy Director.” The door of the office behind him was opened, and Assistant Song Bo
stood behind the door and reported, “Mr. Henry wants you to go downstairs for a
meeting.”

She slowly condensed her thoughts, straightened out the straight suit, raised her eyes
and smiled faintly, “I see.”

Five minutes later, the door of the conference room was knocked. Almost all the
veterans of Yingxin gathered together, all with solemn expressions. Henry Zongchao,
who was sitting on the main seat, nodded slightly, “Sit down.”

Miriam always smiled at the corner of Miriam’s mouth, and when he heard the words, he
sat down, inevitably falling on the woman in front of him.



The picture is a bit familiar, as if something in the past has been experienced again, but
this time the character has changed.

She smiled faintly, opened the notebook in front of her, and took her gaze away from
Zheng Yun, “Director Zheng, don’t be nervous, you have not seen me go through this
scene before, how much can you learn from it?”

Zheng Yun’s face was pale, his body trembled uncontrollably, his teeth clenched, his
eyes filled with monstrous anger, “Miriam…”

She paused and couldn’t help but slapped the table with her hands, “Is it you?”

After hearing this, Miriam raised her head again, feeling a little inexplicably dazed,
“Sorry, I didn’t understand what you meant.”

After Zhao Henry took a look, Henry always endured the impatience in his eyes and
coughed fiercely, and yelled, “Be quiet.”

After that, he was seen throwing a newspaper heavily, and the newspaper slid down in
front of Zheng Yun along the long table accurately. On the headline of the huge page,
the two lines highlighted in red were very dazzling.

“The female director of Yingxin has a husband, and discusses whether a woman’s ability
is more important or charm is more important.”

Zheng Yun’s ten fingers clenched into a fist under his body, his body stiffened, and he
looked away inaudibly.

“Do you have anything to say?” Mr. Henry’s eyes were slowly swept by anger. The
company broke out a similar scandal after a year. The negative impact this time was
even worse than last time. Not only did the headquarters send people to investigate , It
also had a big blow to the company’s business this season.

Zheng Yun gritted his teeth and stared at Miriam bitterly, “Henry, someone wants to
harm me.”

“Hurt you?” Miriam felt amused secretly when she faced her as if she was about to eat
people, her red lips were slightly aroused, and there was no deep meaning in her
words.”Dr Zheng said these are false rumors? I heard that now. President Bai’s wife
committed suicide because she couldn’t stand the stimulus, and she is still lying in the
hospital…”

President Henry slowly withdrew his sight. After so many years of leadership, he had his
own judgment on right and wrong. When Zheng Yun slapped the table, he slapped the
table louder and sternly stopped, “Zheng Yun, You still put us in your eyes!”

His words were responded to by all the seniors present, and a female vice president in
her fifties had a green face, and her cold eyes were pressed under the red framed



glasses, and she couldn’t help but stretch out a finger. Go to duty, “You are also a
woman, so put yourself in your position and think about how you can do such a thing. It
is a shame that we Yingxin out of a high-level person like you!”

After speaking, she took the lead in voting, “I think Director Zheng Yun should be
expelled and a public statement should be issued to apologize to the public and the
families of the victims.”

Zheng Yun stood up when he heard the words, his eyes flashed with uncontrollable
panic and anger, yelling: “You can’t fire me!”

President Henry hasn’t spoken in a deep voice. Seeing her yelling like this, his attitude
has gotten colder. He raised his eyes and leaned against the back of the chair in a
relaxed posture, “You just talk about the reason.”

Zheng Yun’s eyes were red, and tears rolled down.”I have worked hard for Yingxin for
nearly six years. In the past six years, I have been conscientious and have never done
anything harmful to the company’s interests. You can’t just because of this. I am fired,
and I can accept a period of suspension until the storm passes.”

After she finished speaking, her eyes trembled, and she pointed at Miriam again,
“Besides, when the affairs of Deputy Director Lu came out, the company’s decision
against her was only a temporary suspension, so I would accept the punishment of
expulsion for whatever reason.”

Miriam had long expected that she would aim the finger at herself, and after hearing the
words, she smiled and raised her eyes to face her, “First, those were all false news at
first, and they have all been clarified afterwards; second, I didn’t To do things that
destroy other people’s families, compare what you are doing with me now, that’s really
shameful.”

Zheng Yun opened his mouth and began to argue for a while, “I was also framed, these
are all fakes, and Mr. Bai and I are just a cooperative relationship…”

Her voice became more and more determined, and her emotions became more and
more excited.

In comparison, Miriam is very calm, her eyes full of coldness, and she stares at her and
asks, “Then Director Zheng is still single?”

Zheng Yun answered without hesitation: “Of course.”

This time, I saw that Miriam’s smile deepened, her eyes became narrow, her eyes fixed
on the abdomen of the opposite woman: “If I guess it’s good, Director Zheng should be
pregnant, right? How does a single woman get pregnant? What about?”



As soon as these words came out, there was a lot of commotion in the conference room.
Zheng Yun’s face went pale for a moment, and the corners of his mouth trembled, but
he still insisted on retorting, “I didn’t, you are splashing dirty water!”

Having said that, this time he dared not look directly into Miriam’s eyes.

When Miriam saw this, she didn’t entangle her any more. She turned her head to look at
Mr. Henry in a tone of advice, “Since Director Zheng said no, then I think she can be
asked to go to the hospital for a pregnancy checkup. If the check result is Pregnancy,
everything goes without saying, of course, if not, I am willing to apologize to Director
Zheng in person…”

As soon as she finished speaking, Zheng Yun slammed the table, shaking the teacup in
front of him with a wave of water, “Miriam, shut up!”

Miriam looked complacent, but he really stopped talking. On the other hand, Henry
Zong’s face was completely gloomy, and his forehead even exploded repeatedly with
blue veins. He was indifferent, “Zheng Yun, do you default or go for an inspection?”

The woman heard the light in her eyes completely disappeared, and sat down quietly
and stopped talking.

Upon seeing this, President Henry looked around and decided to vote, “Agreeing to
execute the expulsion of Director Zheng, raise his hand.”

In the end, it turned out to be a tie. Miriam originally had no right to vote, but Mr. Henry
now turned his attention to her, “Miriam, what do you think?”

Although Miriam was surprised, she calmed down quickly, staring straight at the woman
in front of her, and finally slowly said, “I agree to expel.”
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